Greetings, and welcome to your first step to be a successful AP Chemistry Student. This summer assignment is designed to prepare you for your journey through chemistry this fall. It is important that you complete the assignment over the summer with good intentions! This means memorize what you are asked to memorize and review and study the other material provided to you. Class begins in the fall with the assumption you did the summer assignment. If you are lacking the skills from the summer assignment, it could prove detrimental to your success.

Where to find the summer assignment
Join my Schoology Group, using join code: K6MC-5SFX-V49RH
Go to asd20.schoology.com and login. Click on groups, my groups (on right) and join groups (on right) and follow the prompts.

As AP Chemistry Students it is expected that you will self-advocate for yourself and make sure you can and are accessing the summer assignment.

Before the end of summer, I will have a copy of the syllabus posted. You may also see additional information and tools added to support your work over the summer. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at the email at the top of the page.

Super excited to see you all in the fall!

Mrs. Vuletich